
DBT Cheat Sheet
Name:       Date:

Introduction:

Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) is an evidence-based approach that combines cognitive-
behavioral techniques with mindfulness practices. It's designed to help individuals manage
intense emotions, improve relationships, and enhance overall well-being.

Core Principles:

1. Mindfulness:

Observing: ________________________________________________

Describing: ________________________________________________

Participating: ______________________________________________

2. Emotion Regulation:

Identify Emotions: __________________________________________

Reduce Vulnerability: _______________________________________

Increase Positive Emotions: __________________________________

3. Distress Tolerance:

Accept Reality: ____________________________________________

Self-Soothe: ______________________________________________

Improve the Moment: _______________________________________

4. Interpersonal Effectiveness:

Objective Effectiveness: _____________________________________

Relationship Effectiveness: __________________________________

Self-Respect Effectiveness: __________________________________

DBT Skills Breakdown:

Mindfulness:

Observing: _________________________________________________

Describing: _________________________________________________

Participating: _______________________________________________

Emotion Regulation:

Identify Emotions: ____________________________________________

Reduce Vulnerability: _________________________________________

Increase Positive Emotions: ____________________________________



Distress Tolerance:

Accept Reality: ______________________________________________

Self-Soothe: ________________________________________________

Improve the Moment: _________________________________________

Interpersonal Effectiveness:

Objective Effectiveness: _______________________________________

Relationship Effectiveness: _____________________________________

Self-Respect Effectiveness: ____________________________________

Therapeutic Strategies:

Validation:

Accurate Reflection: _________________________________________

Mindful Listening: ___________________________________________

Behavior Chain Analysis:

Identify Triggers: ____________________________________________

Examine Consequences: _____________________________________

Dialectical Thinking:

Synthesize Opposites: _______________________________________

Resolve Dilemmas: _________________________________________

Mindfulness Exercises:

Breathing Meditation: _______________________________________

Body Scan: _______________________________________________

Five Senses Exercise: ______________________________________

Emotion Regulation Techniques:

Check the Facts: __________________________________________

Opposite Action: ___________________________________________

PLEASE Skills: ____________________________________________

Interpersonal Effectiveness Tips:

DEAR MAN: ______________________________________________

FAST: ___________________________________________________

GIVE: ___________________________________________________



Personalization and Practice:

Apply Skills: ______________________________________________

Practice Consistently: _______________________________________

Keep Handy as a Reference:

Keep this DBT Cheat Sheet handy as a quick reference for applying DBT principles and skills.


	Observing: Noticing the breath, thoughts, and sensations.
	Describing: Putting experiences into words without judgment.
	Participating: Engaging fully in the present activity.
	Identify Emotions: Recognize and label emotions like anger, sadness, or joy.
	Reduce Vulnerability: Practice self-care to reduce emotional sensitivity.
	tive Emotions: Engage in activities that bring joy and satisfaction.
	Accept Reality: Acknowledge difficult situations without judgment.
	SelfSoothe: Engage in comforting activities like taking a warm bath.
	Improve the Moment: Distract or engage in activities to improve mood.
	ective Effectiveness: Set goals and negotiate effectively.
	veness: Balance priorities and maintain respect.
	SelfRespect Effectiveness: Communicate assertively while maintaining self-respect.
	Observing_2: Notice the rise and fall of the breath, observe thoughts without getting caught up.
	Describing_2: Put into words the sensations of sitting, the sound of surroundings, and any thoughts.
	Participating_2: Engage fully in the activity, savoring each moment.
	Identify Emotions_2: Recognize feeling anxious before a presentation.
	Reduce Vulnerability_2: Prioritize sleep, exercise, and healthy eating.
	tive Emotions_2: Spend time on hobbies that bring joy.
	Accept Reality_2: Acknowledge that the traffic jam is beyond your control.
	SelfSoothe_2: Take a warm bath or listen to calming music.
	Improve the Moment_2: Listen to an uplifting playlist.
	ective Effectiveness_2: Clearly express your needs when requesting time off work.
	veness_2: Listen actively when your partner shares feelings.
	SelfRespect Effectiveness_2: Politely decline extra work when it conflicts with your values.
	Accurate Reflection: Reflect back your client's feelings to show understanding.
	ng: Listen fully to their words without interrupting.
	Identify Triggers: Explore events leading to binge-eating episodes.
	Examine Consequences: Understand the emotional relief that follows.
	Synthesize Opposites: Help clients find a balanced perspective between self-criticism and self-compassion.
	Resolve Dilemmas: Guide them in finding middle ground between conflicting desires.
	on: Guide them to focus on the breath, observing each inhale and exhale.
	Body Scan: Help them notice sensations in each part of the body, promoting body awareness.
	Five Senses Exercise: Encourage them to engage each sense mindfully, describing what they perceive.
	Check the Facts: Guide clients to evaluate if their intense emotion is based on accurate information.
	Opposite Action: Encourage them to act in a way that contrasts with their emotional urges.
	PLEASE Skills: Discuss the importance of balanced eating, regular sleep, and self-care routines.
	DEAR MAN: Role-play assertive communication scenarios, using this acronym for guidance.
	FAST: Explore situations where maintaining self-respect while asking for something is challenging.
	GIVE: Teach them to use validation to strengthen relationships by showing empathy.
	ls: Encourage clients to practice techniques in real-life situations, making them habits.
	Practice Consistently: Remind them that consistent practice leads to mastery and positive changes.
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